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Worship for time in His Presence 9 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, CLASSICAL:

Contemporary Details: My Testimony All Glory and Honor to God! This recording is a tribute to His

Excellence and Power! Nine out of ten physicians said I would NEVER sing again or even speak above a

whisper for more than ten minutes or so for the rest of my life. And now, after being involved in a number

of recordings with others for years, I am actually completing a project that involves my voice, as well as

others. After singing publicly for as long as I could remember, I was suddenly stricken with Acute

Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS). At that time very few people lived through ARDS, and I was the

second in the history of Tallahassee Regional Memorial Hospital to live through this ordeal. I stopped

breathing twice: first, for 2 minutes, and then for nearly 10 minutes. Dead in my prime, but that was NOT

God's plan for me! The damage to my lungs and procedures that damaged my vocal chamber left me

unable to sing a note for nearly three years, and when I did, it was not the voice I had lived with all of my

life. BUT IT WAS UNDENIABLY A MIRACLE! And there is never a question now of whose voice it is! I am

so grateful to God for calling me to LIVE and not die, and for the privilege of singing again that the

differences no longer mattered. It is HIS Signature Voice and Divine Mandate for me to do this - and to do

it NOW! The glory and the song of my life shall always be His. Continue to look for Songs for Life in the

days to come. Ask for it in the stores, look for it online. It is my purpose to "give myself fully to prophetic

music" (Word of the Lord to me over a decade ago) and release the songs He gives. Play them in your

times of worship; play them for your family and friends. The anointing of the Holy Spirit upon these songs

will bring joy, peace, deliverance, healing and wholeness to your spirit, soul, and body.
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